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I. Introduction 

In recent years some new approximations have been developed to 
the statistical mechanics of the Heisenberg ferromagnet based on analogy 
or application of current many-body methods. The variant versions of 
the temperature-dependent random phase approximation (RPA) at low 
temperatures yield the collective spin excitations, the spin waves, or 
magnons, and in the vicinity of Tc, the Curie temperature, give a correc
tion to the Weiss molecular field approximation (MF). We shall describe 
the general nature of these approximations and subsequently develop 
many of the results by means of the method of approximate decoupling 
of the equations of motion. In particular we shall consider the resolution 
of the disagreement which had existed in regard to the corrections to the 
spin wave contributions at low temperatures between the original ver
sion of the RPA calculations (7) and the results of Dyson (2). Further 
we shall examine the question of the behavior of the RPA results above 
Tc and the relation of this question to the characterization of the high 
temperature limit of the RPA as a high density expansion (3), an expan
sion in 1/z*, z* being the effective number of interacting spins. 

The great progress in recent years in the understanding and calcula
tion of the properties of many-particle systems has centered in two fac
tors. There is often a relatively simple low-lying excitation spectrum even 
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in strongly interacting many-body systems, comprising a few types of 
rather well-defined excitations, some single-particle-like (quasi particles) 
and some of a collective nature which at sufficiently low temperatures 
can be regarded as a dilute gas of weakly interacting particles. Secondly, 
the ground state, the low excitations and their interactions can be ob
tained in various model situations such as low density, high density, 
or bound state models such as B.C.S.-Bogolyubov for superconductiv
ity, by means of diagram summation, equations of motion methods, 
Green's function methods, etc. With the ground-state and low-lying 
excitation spectrum known, one can also obtain for low temperatures the 
equilibrium thermodynamics properties as well as transport properties. 

For the Heisenberg ferromagnet results of this nature had already been 
established in some detail by Dyson (2) some years ago. The ground 
state is obtained trivially, comprising the state with all spins aligned in 
the direction opposite to some orienting field (the electron charge being 
negative). The calculation of the leading term of the noninteracting 
spin wave spectrum was obtained by F . Bloch in 1930. It was not until 
the work of Dyson that it was established that at low temperatures spin 
wave interactions are weak; that up to the order of terms exponential 
in (— TJT) the excitations can be regarded as weakly interacting boson 
gas. Thus the contributions to an expansion in temperature arise from 
the spin waves and from interaction terms involving scattering of the 
spin waves, regarded as bosons, this interaction called by Dyson the 
dynamical interaction; the effects due to the nonboson character of the 
spin excitations (the kinematical interaction) contributing only expo
nentially. The magnetization has, according to Dyson, an expansion 
of the form 

M(T) = M(0) + AXTZI2 + A2T5/2 + ... + ΒλΤ* + ... 
(1) 

+ Ο [exp(-aTJT)] 

where then term in Γ 4 is the leading effect of the dynamical interaction. 
Dyson did not evaluate the kinematical correction and his methods 
cannot be readily extended to treat the region of Tc where this correction 
certainly becomes important. In the problem of ferromagnetism there 
is considerable interest in the region of Tc and above. 

Although we will be discussing the model problem, only a few remarks 
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at least should be made as to the conditions of validity of the model. 
We are denoting by the name Heisenberg ferromagnet that model of 
the ferromagnet obtained for the spin Hamiltonian 

Η=~Σ UiiSi-Si + h Σ  Sf (2) 
t '< ; 

when the interaction Jtj between spin of magnitude S at sites (1,7) is 
positive over sufficient domain that the ground state has all spins aligned 
along the direction opposite the orienting field specifying the ζ direction. 
The original idea which provided the basis for such a Hamiltonian was 
generalization for the crystal of a Heitler-London type calculation of 
the H 2 molecule. This suggestion of Heisenberg and Frenckel was that 
ferromagnetism has its origin in the ordering of the uncompensated 
spins in the unfilled (inner) rf-shell brought about by correlation through 
the Pauli exclusion principle, the J{j being taken to be the exchange in
tegrals between ^/-electrons localized on nearby sites. The validity of 
this type of picture depends on such questions as the degree of localiza
tion the d-electrons, whether even sufficiently localized electrons would 
lead to such a Hamiltonian with the possibility of either sign (not all 
transition metals being ferromagnetic), and even with the above condi
tions satisfied whether the magnitude is great enough to account for 
observed Tc. In the above form the Heisenberg-Frenckel model is evi
dently wrong and in any case certainly incomplete. For transition metals 
the detailed origin of the magnetically ordered states remains an open 
question, while for rare earths, the interaction between inner shell /-elec
trons and conduction electrons including at least a substantial / -con
duction electron exchange integral leads to a spin Hamiltonian of the 
above type. In any case the spin Hamiltonian gives an ordered ground 
state found in real ferromagnets, and gives a spin wave type excitation 
which is evidently found even in transition metals. One can then accept 
the Heisenberg model in the form of the above spin Hamiltonian as 
a qualitatively reasonable though still largely phenomenological model 
for the ordered magnetic properties of ferromagnetics, metals included, 
the detailed accuracy being uncertain. 

In attempting to go beyond the low-temperature properties of a ferro
magnet a variety of approximations have been developed through the 
years. First and foremost of these was the M F , in which the interaction 
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of a given spin with its neighbors is replaced by an average interaction 
determined self-consistently. This approximation gives a qualitatively 
reasonable description of the properties of the ferromagnet including 
the value of Tc, and can also readily be applied to other types of magnetic 
ordering, such as antiferromagnetism, etc. M F can be shown to be exact 
in the limit of infinite range and infinitesimally weak interactions. There 
are, however, two distinct limitations to this approximation: 

(i) M F is wrong at low temperatures as it does not include spin 
waves. 

(ii) Above Tc the results are qualitatively wrong as M F does not exhibit 
the short-range order effects observed in real ferromagnets. 

Above Tc series expansions in l/T have been examined in detail and 
the results extrapolated to the Curie temperature (4). These methods seem 
to lead to the most accurate characterization known of Tc and of the 
nature of the phase transition. Since the validity at the spin Hamiltonian 
is open to question, these results provide the best available test of high-
temperature behavior aside from internal consistancy. 

There also exist a series of approximations which we might call small-
cluster approximations (5) which attempt to generalize the method of 
the M F in the sense of treating exactly the explicit interactions of some 
small group of spins and the interactions with the rest by some self-
consistency criterion. These methods correct M F results to the extent 
of adding short-range order effects above Tc. They do not, however, 
treat low temperatures any better and in addition have no particular 
criterion of validity. Some work on such methods in analogy with the 
low-density type approximation (6) of many-body theory has been 
carried out. In the case of a dilute alloy this type of expansion should 
lead in fact to a low-density expansion which may be valid. 

The application of a temperature-dependent RPA to the spin Hamil
tonian leads to the spin wave approximation as Γ—• 0 and to the spherical 
model (7) above Tc, this latter being a mathematical model in which the 
discrete spin components are replaced by continuous variables subject 
to the constraint that the value of total spin is fixed. The RPA approach 
was originally developed by Tyablikov (7) by a Green's function de
coupling method and by F. Englert (7) by the Kubo formalism. Brout's 
(3) analysis of the problem implied that the high-temperature region 
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was a high-density expansion. Two problems arose with respect to this 
approximation; the more extensively discussed was the T3 correction 
to spin wave results in disagreement with Dyson, while the second of 
perhaps greater consequence is the question of the inadequacy of the 
treatment of the transition region. Attempts to resolve the first question 
produced a spurt of activity reproducing Dyson's results in a variety of 
ways (8) most of which assumed one feature or another of Dyson's 
results to begin with. Among these one of the more interesting is the 
work of Keffer and Loudon (8) which suggest a physical interpretation 
of the Dyson correction leading to an energy renormalization of the spin 
wave frequency instead of the magnetization renormalization found 
by RPA. Just where RPA goes wrong has been shown in various ways; 
for example, a diagrammatic expansion shows how the T3 correction of 
the kinematical interaction is cancelled to yield Γ 4 . Having understood 
the origin of the discrepancy and especially since an argument can be 
given whereby the kinematical interaction may become as important 
as the dynamical before the discrimination between the Γ 3 and Γ 4 for a 
long-range interaction, one might suppose the RPA result to be fairly 
good. That this is open to question is a consequence of the second dif
ficulty, the treatment of the transition region. An analysis (9) of the re
gion of the Curie temperature shows a spurious first-order phase tran
sition, the usual transition occurring for a finite magnetic field. The dia
gram derivations of this result show a formal discrepancy which seems 
extremely difficult to eliminate. To what extent the high-density expan
sion remains valid down to Tc or how to define it so that it does is un
clear. Attempts to find improved approximations of this sort through 
the whole temperature range not having the difficulties of RPA have not 
been wholly successful. The best of these is probably that of Callen 
(10) using the Bogolyubov-Tyablikov (77) Green's function decoupling 
method. Decoupling in such a way that he interpolates between a low-
temperature energy renormalization of the spin wave frequency and a 
high-temperature magnetization renormalization (a result suggested by 
various arguments), Callen finds a low temperature correction propor
tional to T* with a spurious T i 3 / 2 ) i ? s + 1 ) . Thus only for spin \ does the spur
ious T3 persist for spin 1; it is T9/2 which is negligible. The behavior in the 
transition region has not been thoroughly explored but the Curie temper
ature obtained is a distinct improvement over the spherical model result. 
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As for the simplest way to illustrate many of the aspects of the RPA 
results (12) and perhaps the best to exhibit the approximation in its 
various elements, we shall develop RPA via the equations of motion 
method (13). Direct application of RPA at zero temperature gives the 
spin wave results; while a direct finite temperature RPA give the results 
of Tyablikov (1) and Englert ( /) . RPA plus the boson approximation 
(i.e., neglect of kinematical interaction) yields Dyson's results in a form 
analogous to that found by Keffer and Loudon, agreeing up to the first 
Born approximation of the Γ 4 coefficient. Callen's results for spin \ 
are also readily obtained by this method. This series of results eluminates 
the question of the relation of the low-temperature excitations to approx
imations extending to and above Tc, by means of some approximation 
to the kinematical interaction. Inclusion of the kinematical interaction 
through approximate, temperature-dependent commutation relations is 
to begin with somewhat arbitrary. A connection is then made with the 
1/z* expansion for temperatures greater than Tc. The difficulties of the 
1/z* expansion near the Curie temperature concludes the discussion. 

II. Equations of Motion for Heisenberg Ferromagnet 

In this section are set up the equations of motion for the Heisenberg 
ferromagnet. In the following section, by approximately decoupling the 
equations of motion by means of different versions of RPA typical results 
are obtained by a variety of other methods and then these results are 
summarized and discussed. The use of RPA to decouple the equations 
of motion has the advantage of yielding in a relatively simple way most 
of the interesting results and displaying many of the factors of interest 
in their analysis. 

For a system of Ν spin of magnitude S on a periodic lattice with an 
external magnetic field in the ζ direction h (in units of g// 0, g being the 
spectroscopic splitting factor and μ0 > 0 the Bohr magneton), the Ham-
iltonian for the Heisenberg ferromagnet being given by Eq. (2) where 
the "exchange integral" J{j extends over some range r 0 much less than 
crystal dimensions, and J > 0 corresponds to a ferromagnetic ground 
state with all spins aligned in the — ζ direction. Introducing the Fourier 
analysis of Sj and of J{j we obtain 
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H = -2%J(q) (SfSi, + S+Szv) + W»S0'h (3) 
where 9 

St = N-Mj^npi-iq.rdS, (4) 
and > 

Al) = Σ « Ρ \to<'i-'i> = N-Mj^Jv&ip [iq-ir — r,)]. (5) 
i ii 

The spin operators and S/ have the c o m m u t a t i o n relations (taking 
h= 1) 

(6) 

obtained by Fourier transforming the usual spin c o m m u t a t i o n relations 

[S,-+, S , - ] = 2 5 ^ , 
(7) 

By use o f the c o m m u t a t i o n relation (6), the assumed inversion sym
metry J{q) = J(— q) and Σ 4 J(q) = 0, we find the equat ions o f mot ion 

- iSl = [H, S + ] = 2N~™ X - Aq, - q)\ S+S'^ + AS+ . (8) 
Q 

This generator Sq

+ acting o n the ground state | 0> is the appropriate 
spin wave variable since 

[H, S + ] I 0> = [A + 2 / (0 )S-2J(q)S]S+ Q i | 0> (9) 

and hence | 0> is an exact eigenstate with energy 

CU0(GI) = ti + 2[J(0)-J(q)]S (10) 
for this state 

Σ W + I ° > = (NS - Ο ^ I ° > · 0 ! ) 

Actual ly o f m u c h more significance than that a single spin wave state 
generated by Sg

+ is an exact eigenstate is the fact that multiple spin wave 
states generated by operating o n the ground state with two or more 
S+, operators yield weakly interacting states at l ow temperatures. 

The straightforward evaluation o f R P A would be to take q = q' 
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and then average Sz in the ground state, or in a thermal average. This is, 
however, not a well-defined procedure since 

(i) may be variously defined in approximately decoupling the 
equations of motion for Sq: — iSJ « ω (q^ 5 ^ . For spin \ we can write 
an appropriate identity for Sz in terms of the operators S+S~; for spin 
greater than \ such identities introduce (Sz)2 so that the results are again 
not completely defined by our equations. To obtain a particular approx
imation we then require a choice of operator relationship between Sz 

in terms of the transverse spin operators and then decouple the equations 
of motion taking averages of S+S~; the results are then defined self-
consistently. 

(ii) The evaluation of these self-consistent averages, however, remains 
very difficult in view of the nonorthogonality of this representation in 
states Π(5+ ) | n | 0> being nonorthogonal. By further approximating the 
commutation relations 

<|.V|><W (12) 
then 

<S + Szg> = 2<\S*\><p(q) (13) 
with 

<p{q) = {exp β [w(q) + h] - l } - * . (14) 

However, < | Sz |> introduced here need not necessarily be the same quan
tity as obtained by averaging the operator expression introduced in (i) 
above. In fact at low temperatures we obtain Dyson's results by taking 
the approximation <| Sz |> = 2S in Eq. (12), while we take = — S 
+ S^S- in the equations of motion and average this self-consistently 
to obtain the magnetization. The first approximation corresponds to 
the neglect of the kinematical interaction, while the second leads to the 
correct dynamical interactions. It is clear from this discussion that this 
is a subtle point and this point of view does not lead naturally to Dyson's 
results without further consideration. 

III. Low Temperature Results 

The low-temperature properties of the Heisenberg ferromagnet (2, 8) 
will now be obtained by the use of RPA assuming Dyson's proof that 
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for low-temperature properties, the excitations of the Heisenberg ferro
magnet can be treated as a weakly interacting dilute boson gas. In that 
case the energy of a spin wave is given by 

<q) = <o<>(q) + t(q) (15) 

where wQ{q) is the unperturbed spin wave energy [Eq. (10)] and t(q) is 
the forward-scattering amplitude in matter. Since the interaction has 
no singularities (at low T) and is weak, the first Born approximation to 
t{q) is already a good approximation. In order to relate to higher tem
perature results as well as to indicate by a unified method the approxi
mations involved, we also use RPA to obtain results for low temperatures. 
In this way the magnetization is found to have a leading correction to 
the noninteracting spin wave result a term proportional to Γ 4 ; the Γ 4 

coefficient agreeing with Dyson's result with t{q) approximated by the 
first Born approximation. By use of higher RPA approximations even 
more accurate results could be obtained, but this will suffice. 

In Eq. (8) we have written the equations of motion for the operator 
Sg

+. Acting on the ground state Sg

+ produced an exact eigenstate [Eq. 
(9)], a spin wave state corresponding to the propagation of a single 
reversed spin through the lattice with wave number q. Let us consider 
matrix elements in the nonorthogonal representation of products of 
the Sg

+ on the ground state. There then result two types of interaction 
effects for the spin waves: that due to the nonorthogonality of the repre
sentation Dyson termed the kinematical interaction, while that involving 
off-diagonal matrix elements of the Hamiltonian he termed the dynamical 
interaction. In demonstrating that the kinematical interaction contributes 
only to order exp (—aTJT) [a is 0(1)] , Dyson showed that the kine
matical interaction is negligible at low temperatures. On the other hand 
it certainly becomes important near the Curie temperature and due to 
the weakness of the dynamical interaction which is negligible until 
T/Tc ~ ^, it is not at all clear that the kinematical term may not begin 
to be of importance; especially is this true for long-range interactions. 
In any case for low temperatures we shall assume with Dyson that we 
can neglect the kinematical interaction. This can be done by replacing 
the equations of motion for the Sg

+ by an equivalent problem in terms 
of boson operators for which a Hamiltonian having the same diagonal 
and off-diagonal matrix elements in an independent boson representation 
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as does the spin Hamiltonian in the spin wave representation. This is 
then equivalent to neglecting the kinematical while retaining the dynami
cal interaction. We then linearize the equations of motion and average 
the operators; this yields the RPA results for low temperatures. 

Noting that 

[(//, S+), S + f ] = 2ΛΜ Σ - Ali - 4)} S+

QS+

qi+Q2-Q ( 1 6 ) 
Q 

which can be written in the more symmetrical form 

[(H, 5 + ) , S + ] = — Σ ^ ι ? 2 ^ V ? ^ V ? ( 1 7 ) 

= [Aqi — q) + Aq* + q) — Aq) ~ Άβι — 9 . — q)] 

further commutators with Sp being zero. Then we can evaluate Η 
acting on a state | a) = Π , (5+.)W i | 0> by bringing Η to the right and 
taking commutators; using Eq. ( 8 ) and ( 1 7 ) we obtain 

Η I a} = {E0 + Σ [h + cu0(qi)] *<} I «> + - J r Σ Σ Σ Γ Μ 2 I b > < 1 8 > 

i W Q  Qi  Q2 

E0 = —N(J0S*+'hS) ( 1 9 ) 

where | by is a state differing from | a} by the replacement of the spin 
weve pair (ql9 q2) by the pair (qx — q, q2 + q ) . Introducing a set of boson 
states 

I a) = Π ( b i r I 0) (20) 

for all n{ and a corresponding boson Hamiltonian / / / which we need 
not even write explicitly, we require 

Η I a) = E0 I a) + £ K ( < 7 , ) 1 » / Ι « ) + ^ Σ Σ Σ F U I * ) < 2 1 ) 

i Q  Qi  Q2 

with the operators, bQ9 bq

+ obeying boson commutation relations 

Κ b%'} = < V (22) 

and state | b) differing from | a) by the presence of the pair of states 
(<7i> — q> # 2 + q) in place of (ql9 q2). We can obtain this by replacing in 
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the equation of motion for the spin operators 

Sz, - bt. (23) 

S? - - N1" S <5?i0 + N~™ Σ Z>++?, V. 
Q' 

This is equivalent to writing 

SI = iV 1 / 2 5 ($Ζ0 + Σ S++g.S_g,/2S (24) 

and approximating the spin commutators 

[SzQ>, S+] = 2Sdqtq.. (25) 

Then corresponding to the equations of motion (8) we obtain 

[ Η ' , = [w0(gi) + h]6+ - Σ [ / t o ) - / f o - < ? ) ] V <26) 

and instead of (17) we have 

[ (# , Z>+2] = JV"1 Σ 7 ^ . bl+g (27) 

from these two equations Eq. (20) follows. 
Linearizing Eq. (26) and averaging the coefficient we have two terms, 

equivalent to a temperature-dependent Hartree-Fock approximation. 
The direct term (q1 = q) alone leads to the Γ 3 correction to the magnetiza
tion found by the original RPA methods, this being cancelled to leading 
order by the exchange term (qr = q) leaving the Γ 4 dependence. We ob
tain 

w(q) = ca0(q) + £ Γ%, (bp bq,> (28) 
Q' 

where self-consistently 

(bp bq,y = T(q') = {exp β[ω&) + h] - l } " 1 . (29) 

For low temperatures results are dominated by the long wavelength 
limit for which we can write for an isotropic crystal 

w0(q) = a,q2 + a2q* + ... (30) 
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while 
Ht' = > W 2 + 0(<7 6). (31) 

Summarizing the thermodynamic results for the ferromagnet: The 
magnetization is of the form [cf. Eq. (11)] 

M{T) = = - ai/oS + Ν-*  Σ <M) 
(32) 

= —  ΣΜΒ  +  A J * * + A 2 T 5 ' 2 + ... + 5 Χ Γ 4 . 

The energy is of the form 

E(T) = £„ + Σ ω(<7) 9<?) = £Ό + Α Γ 6 " + D , 7 ™ + ... + E J * (33) 

where we have used 

β ί e x p [ ^ 0 ( ^ ) ] — 1 

and in the long wavelength limit 

w(q) ~ AF[\  + Σ <7'2 9<ί ')1 « ^ ' ( Γ ) q2 (35) 

Λ'(Γ) « Λ(1 + C r 5 ' 2 ) (36) 

which is in the form of a frequency renormalization proportional to the 
leading term in ghe energy. 

IV. High Temperature Results 

We now extend RPA results to and above the Curie temperature by 
crudely including the kinematical interaction through temperature-
dependent approximation to the commutation relations (9). The two 
approximations we will develop here will be carried out for spin J only. 
The first is equivalent to the original RPA results of Tyablikov (7) and 
Englert (7). The second approximation will be that of Callen (77). 

Decoupling the equations of motions (8) by taking a thermal average 
of Sz we obtain 

[H, S+] = {2[7(0) - J(q,)] <| S' |> + h) S* (37) 
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where 
<| S* |> = <— N~1/2 S0*} = < - TV-1 £ S?

z> (38) 

j 
and where we write [cf. Eq. (37) and (10) ] . 

<o1(q) = coiJiq)<\S*\>IS. (39) 

For spin J we can write (14) 

Sf = -i + S,+S- (40) 

and the Fourier transform is 

V = —\ N1/2 Ko + Ν-*" Σ S+W S-*' · (41) 

Approximating the commutation relations by 

[Sz,., S / ] = 2 < | V | > ^ ' (42> 
we then have 

<S + Szq> = 2<\S°\<p1(q) (43) 
with 

ΨΜ = { e x p [ / ? K ( < ? ) + A] - I } " 1 (44) 

<| Sq

z |> is then determined self-consistently by averaging Eq. (41) 

< Ι ^ Ι > = έ - 2 < | ^ | > Φ 1 (45) 
where we define Φλ by 

At low temperatures the deviation from noninteracting spin wave 
behavior arises from the factor <| Sz |> multiplying the boson distribu
tion (FI (q) from Eq. (43) for (SQ+SzQ} and renormalizing the spin wave 
frequency [Eq. (35) ] . The leading temperature dependence of <| Sz |> 
being proportional to Γ 3 7 2 we are led to the Γ 3 correction to the magnet
ization. 

To examine the high-temperature behavior we consider the limit h 
and < I Sz |> going to zero. Since above Tc in our units χ the susceptibility 
is determined by the equation 
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lim <S/5=,> = n a r „ „ - „ K , ,, (48) 
2 < | 5 » | > 

which is, using Eq. (47), 

£ s < s « + ^ > = · ( 4 9 ) 

Similarly, Eq. (45) becomes 

1 = N -i y L (50) 

which determines χ . To relate this to the spherical model we define <5 by 

r 1 ( » ' o / 2 ) 2 = 1 - i / W ) - 0] (51) 

and ό is determined by the spherical model equation 

I =  N - 1 y\ — 1 (52) 

or equivalently 

ό = N - i V J { q ± . (53) 

Writing the energy of the transverse operators in the Hamiltonian (Eq. 3) 
and using Eq. (48) we have 

ΕΤ  =  ~  Σ  2J (  ̂ < = 2(5. (54) 

The Curie temperature is then determined as the temperature where 
y~x is zero 

\ - Y c ( J 0 - O ) =  0 (55) 

and on inserting this into Eq. (53) we find that 
YcJ0 = F(l) (56) 

where 
1 _ 1 

the Eq. (43) becomes 
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which function has been evaluated for nearest neighbors for various lat
tices. 

Callen's results obtained by use of Green's function methods can 
readily be derived by equations of motion for the case of spin \ . Having 
done this we will give the results for arbitrary spin. We remark with 
Callen that the choice of Eq. (40) to express S Z in terms of the transverse 
spin operators is only one of several possible choices. One could, for 
example, choose instead 

ST =  \ ( S ^ S - - S - S ^ ) . (58) 

If we choose the relation so that the operators approximated have small 
average values, then at low temperatures since S Z —  S  and (S +S~) is 
a small quantity, we see why that choice was appropriate. On the other 
hand near Tc, S Z ^  0 and hence both (S +S~) and (S~S +) are small; in 
that case the choice of Eq. (58) might be expected to be appropriate. 
Choosing a linear combination with a coefficient a chosen to interpolate 
between the two regions we have 

SR = a(—\ + S±SR)  + (1 - α) \  (S+SR  -  SRS+)  (59) 

with 
a = 2 < | S*  |> (60) 

an appropriate choice since a = 1 at low temperatures and a = 0 
when T—> Tc. 

Then Eq. (58) becomes, using (60), 

SF =  -  <|  S*  |> + (1 + 2 <| S*  | »  SFSR  —  IL  -  2 <| S*  | »  S R S  ̂ (61) 

with the Fourier transform 

S Q * =  _  <|  S=  |> D QTQ  +  N~V%\  + 2 < | S * | > 2 SW S-V> 
q Γ62) 

_ 7 ν - ι / 2 ( ΐ _ 2 < | ^ | » Σ ^ + , 0 · 
9 

Inserting this result in the equation of motion [Eq. (8)], linearizing 
averaging and using Eq. (42) and (43) we obtain 

[H9 5 + ] « co 0(q) 2 < I S* \  > + -  (2 < | S*  \  »2 Σ —  AR i —  Φ]  Tlq) 
N q (63) 
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where the frequency is now 

ω * ( * ι ) = cu0(gi) 2 < | 5 2 | > + ( 2 < | 5 ^ | » 2 2N-* £ W(q) ~ Aq, ~ q)] <P*(q) 
(64) 

and the 
<p2(q) = {εχρβ[ο^)]-\}-ι (65) 

and <| Sz |> is determined self-consistently by averaging Eq. (62). This 
equation has the same form as Eq. (45) for the functional relationship 
between <| S2 |> and Φ; the frequency functions are different. The gen
eralization of this result to arbitrary spin is to replace in the frequency 
2 < | Sz |> by < | 5 2 |>/5 and to replace Eq. (65) by the corresponding 
relation for spin 5 found by Callen 

( 5 _ 0 ) ( 1 + 0)25+1 _ ( 5 + 1 + φ) 025+1 
< S2 > = — - — — . (66) 
X 1 1 7 ( 1 + 0)25+1 _ 025+1 V ' 

At low temperatures the results are evaluated by expanding <| S2 |> 
in Φ which is a small quantity. The result is as we have stated 

M(T) — M(0) = ΑΧΤ*<2 + A2T5/2 + ... + ΒλΤ* + CT™2) < 2 5 + 1 ) (67) 

At high temperature ( Γ - * Tc) 

φ = 4r Σ Αττ-+™ ( 6 8 ) 

Ν γ βω\α) 
and thus 

5 ( 5 + 1) 
lim <| S2 |> = ' Φ-1 + 0(Φ2~). (69) 

T^TC 3 

The result for nearest neighbors for the Curie temperature is 

qF2{\) 1 
2 / V o = (70) 

5 + 1 ( 4 5 + \)F{\) — ( 5 + 1) 

which for comparison with Eq. (56) for spin J is 
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V. The High-Density Expansion and RPA 

The RPA results are closely related to a diagram espansion which can 
be described as a high-density expansion in a region above Tc. After 
describing the basis of classification of diagrams leading to the expansion 
in 1/z*, with z* the effective number of neighbors interacting with a 
given spin (see below), we will examine more carefully the relation 
between this expansion and RPA. 

The analysis originally due to Brout begins with the observation that 
the M F is a good zero order description and that the M F Curie tempera
ture is of the correct order of magnitude, and can be shown to be an up
per limit to the true Tc. It is determined by the equation 

2 & / 0 S 2 = 1 ( 7 2 ) 

where 

Jo = Σ  J A = Σ  J ^  =  Jz *  ( 73> 
where the ν enumerate shells of neighbors: 

ν = 1 nearest neighbors 

ν = 2 next nearest neighbors, etc., 

and setting Jx = J and ^ 
ζ* = * i + Σ r?, ( 7 4 ) 

with 7 - 2 

r, = / , / / . ( 7 5 ) 

Proceeding to the diagram analysis (15), we first consider for simplicity 
the Ising model Hamiltonian 

Ht = - Σ Vi^'Sf + h Σ Sf. ( 7 6 ) 
I <J 

The free energy is then 
— fiF = In tr exp (— βΗζ). ( 7 7 ) 

Separating off the single-particle term 

— fiF0 = ln tr exp ( - βΗ Σ  sf) ( 7 8 ) 
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the contribution of the interaction is 

-βΓ = - β(Ρ— F0) = In <exp ( + β Σ , 2WS,)>0 (79) 

where the average < > 0 is defined 

(A\ = tro0A (80) 
with the weight function 

= e x p ( - / ? ^ / ^ ) = » exp ( - / ? /*£ / ) 
ρ ° tr exp (— β/ι Σ S,t) jj tr exp (— fihSf) 

The direct expansion of the free energy is possible in terms of the quan
tities known as seminvariants or cumulants: M N9 which can be obtained 
from the generating function 

9*0 = In <* '*>,= Σ  ^ R M N ™ (82) 

where the symbol < } x indicates some defined average over the variablee 
χ and 

M-x)=(!>(i)L (83) 

with the superscript indicating the variable averaged. Thus the free 
energy can be expanded 

-βΡ' = Σ  - \ ΜΛ (Σ,· JvjS*Sf). (84) 

Expanding — β¥' in diagrams for which a line bond appears for each 
factor 2fiJjj with its endpoints (vertices) labeled /, j corresponding to the 
spin indices. Only linked diagrams (diagrams for which all points are 
connected by bonds to each other) appear in the expansion as the semi-
invariant function for multiple variables in otherwise zero. 

The nth order diagrams consist of the sum of all topologically distinct 
diagrams having η bonds the contribution to a diagram (n. t) being of 
nth order and of topological type enumerated by the index t consist 
of three factors: 
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(i) A spatial factor in which a product of η factors 2 /? / / ; with the in
dices corresponding to any of the possible labelings of the given topo
logical type t. The indices are summed with no excluded volume restric
tion, i.e., no restriction that the different indices have no common values. 

(ii) A spin factor which is the product of a semiinvariant for each ver
tex, M r , where r is the number of bonds joined to a particular vertex. 

(iii) A numerical factor G~] where Gnt is the order of the symmetry 
group of the diagram with all points equivalent. The extension to cal
culation of quantities other than the free energy is completely straight
forward. 

(a) (b) 

FIG. 1. 

We illustrate this general result with two diagrams whose contribu
tions are, respectively, for Fig. la 

Γ » = ΐ τ Σ Σ Σ Σ Wyj^J^nM^M^M^M^ (85) 
k I 

and for Fig. l b 
(86) 

where we have here dropped the superscript indicating the spin averaged 
the result being independent of that for the homogeneous system as
sumed. For example for spin \ the semiinvariants appearing here are 

M1 = <S--> = \ tanh /?Λ \ 

d 
M 2 = < ^ > - < 5 ; > 2 = M1 = | s e c h 2 i / 3 A 

(87) 

(88) 
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1 _ 2J(q)M2 

2 ^ l—2fiJ(q)M2 ' V ; 

The effec t of the addition of tree diagrams attached to the diagrams 
of the series (93) is still of order 1/z* ; the resulting sum is of the same 

M3 = <(S>f> - 3 <(50 2> <S*> + 2 < ^ > 3 = ^ Mx (89) 

= —Jtanh/?Ajsech2 J /3A . 

Performing the sums over indices in Eq. (85) we obtain 

Ta = JV/3! ( 2 / 3 / 0 M 1 ) W 3 (90) 

and introducing the Fourier transform of /„ , J(q) Eq. (86) becomes 

Tb = \ i Σ WWW · (91) 

Let us now disregard the spin factors or replace them by a suitable 
average. For Τ > Tn β/β€ « 1; thus each bond contributes 

2βJ~2βcJ(β|βc)~ \\z* (92) 

in view of Eq. (72). In diagrams of order η with no closed paths such 
as Fig. la, each diagram has η + 1 vertices and η bonds. One vertex 
contributes Ν and each of the others gives a factor z*  hence the net 
contribution is 

(z*) w χ l/z*) » = 1 

and the diagrams are independent of z*. A summation of all such dia
grams (Cayley trees) yields MF. If we introduce one closed path in a 
diagram we lose a free summation on an index and hence we lose a 
factor of z*; hence such diagrams are of order 1/z* , etc. 

The term Ta is a protype of the (l/z*) °  series and the term Tb of 
the 1/z*  series. The latter gives the series 

ί 2J ZJ  = — έ Σ l n [ l-2M^ 2 ] (93) 
Λ - 1 q n q 

where we have used Σ J{q) = 0 to add the η = 1 term. 
The corresponding energy is 
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form as above except that the semiinvariants are replaced by the iden
tical function of the effective field h + 2/?/ 0 instead of the external 
field h. 

An expansion analogous to that described following Eq. (84) can 
be obtained for the Heisenberg Hamiltonian (75). The difference lies 
in the necessity that for a generalization of the semiinvariants due to the 
noncommutativity of the spin operators. As our interest is in the 1/z* 
classification and we are merely quoting results we will refrain from 
explicitly introducing here the form of the generalization. Suffice it to 
say that in the resulting expansion the spatial factor is the same as 
described above and the spin factor is again a product of the (generalized) 
semiinvariants for each spin index. Again considering some kind of 
average for the spin factors, the criterion of classification remains the 
same as in the Ising problem. Zeroth order comprises diagrams having 
no closed paths and in fact involves only Sz operators as (S±y) = 0; 
thus; this again leads to M F . First order in 1/z* comprises diagrams 
having a single closed loop, the previously demonstrated longitudinal 
terms in addition to diagrams with a single transverse loop. At low tem
peratures to order 1/z* we obtain spin wave results up to terms expo
nential in — 2/?/. The RPA result thus appears as a rather attractive 
interpolation between a low-temperature series and an expansion in 
1/z* at high temperatures. Above Tc for vanishing external field the con
tribution of transverse rings is equal to just twice that of longitudinal. 
In order not to get grossly inconsistent results for the phase transition 
a modification of this expansion was found necessary. In the form ob
tained this modified 1/z* expansion is closely related to the spherical 
model above the Curie temperature which is identical with the RPA 
result for T> Tc. When we evaluate the modified 1/z* diagrams for 
low temperatures we obtain the spurious T3 result and generally similar 
to the low-temperature behavior of RPA. To describe diagrammatically 
the modified 1/z* expansion, we consider a class of reducible diagrams 
having articulation points; i.e., points at which the diagram can be cut 
into two or more disjoint pieces. Then instead of including only tree 
diagrams and diagrams with a single loop we consider all diagrams 
which when cut at all articulation points comprise either loops or a sin
gle bonds. The result of summing this class of diagrams is a renormalized 
1/z* criterion and a result closely analogous to the spherical model 
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above Tc. Brout (3a) by an almost equivalent renormalization finds 
exactly the spherical model results above Tc. Thus the RPA results 
above Tc are equivalent to the high density approximation in the 
form we have described. 

These results have however a rather serious difficulty in their behavior 
near Tc. The origin of the difficulty can most easily be seen in the dia
gram analysis. Differentiating the free energy twice to obtain the sus
ceptibility, for example, is equivalent to introducing graphs which are 
omitted in the partial diagram summation. One violates an identity 
similar to a Ward identity, a relationship between a vertex and bond 
renormalization. In particular here the functions introduced in this 
way are singular at Tc and thus strongly effect the results; i.e., effectively 
with the form of renormalization used, the l/z* expansion evidently 
breaks down as T-> Tc. For the Ising model this problem has been ex
amined by Englert (77) who also summed all convolution diagrams. He 
suggests that this might be a more adequate high-density form, but this 
is yet to be shown; the Ward identity violation remains. At low tem
peratures the spurious Γ 3 effects can be accounted for, but the difficulties 
with the transition region result not only in the judgment that these ap
proximations are too crude to treat the very sensitive behavior of a phase 
transition, but they also raise the question as to the meaningfulness of 
the expansion parameter. The resolution of this question is yet to be 
found. 
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